In the most primitive communities there usually was some individual who stood out, perhaps because of his intelligence and interest in matters medical and magical, and his influence grew both as regards the everyday life and health of the people: he guided the tribe by superior wisdom and experience, and endeavoured to raise his status by differences in dress and behaviour, and perhaps by holding himself aloof. Here we observe the evolution of the medicine man or witch-doctor, who, with his incantations, spells, amulets, and charms, used these, combined with carefully-concealed knowledge handed down as f.olklore from his predecessors, to impress the more simple members of his tribe, and it is easy to see the gradual accession to power of these primitive priests, who gradually acquired both temporal and spiritual power over tribes and communities, and this priestly domination persists still in magical medicine as practised among primitive peoples. All down the ages the priest and physician endeavoured to exaggerate their position by their dlress, with priestly robes, wig and gown, collar and gaiters, and even the frock coat and top-hat of our own days. This difference still persists to-day in the garb of churchmen, but now it is almost impossible to detect the doctor by his dress amongst his fellows, although it is often possible to have a shrewd guess at his profession by his conversationi anid general demeanour.
As far as getting any reliable evidence goes, it would appear that the earliest records which have been halnded (lowni, with any sort of docunmentary backing, are Chinese and Egyptian.
Chinese medical lore goes back to the beginning of Chinese history itself, and, like all primitive men, they believed that sickniess was conitrolled by the Unknown -thunder, lightning fire, suni, moon and stars; and dlisease was (lue to the possession of the body by evil spirits. Hence the earliest relationship between the patient and his healer was the priestly one-more concerned with casting out devils, incantationis and spells in which the healing of herbs had no place, and, indeed, in which the main object was the laying of the devil, and the patient, being a mere inicident in the priestly minid, was liable to suffer in the process.
The early Chinese character for doctor was madle up of three parts: a clhest of arms, a hand grasping a weapon, and a sorcerer or priest, hence the meaninlg was that a priest used strong weaponis to kill disease. Later, about 1100 B.C., the character chaniged and the sorcerer or priest symbol was replaced by one mleaninig wiine, denoting that (lecoctions anid elixirs were given to the patienlt.
No doubt this marked a very agreeable change in the relationslhip between healer and healed.
Ihe Chinese were never very scienitifically minided; thev believedl in suclh treatment as acupuncture, there being hunidreds of poinlts lor puncturing to relieve various (liseases of (lifferent organs, and a number of (lifierent needles. lThis method was supposed to let out the evil air which caused the disease-and(i the master-mind who perfected this method of t.orture was the Chiniese Hippocrates, Clhalng Chung Chinl, and his method penetrated eventually to Europe, a Dutch physician writing a paper uponi it in 1683.
Onie likes to speculate oni the number of inoculations with otlher diseases whichi must have been carried out by this method, and also oni the numbers who succumbecd to their treatment unnecessarily-which facts go to prove that faith has ever been a strong suit in humanity when ill. The Chinese andl Japanese later became great believers in counter irritation and used physical, chemical, andl manual methods of prodlucinig this in their attenmpts to cure disease indeedl some of their methods produced a swellinig and(I inflammation far worse than the original disease. Hence, so far, we see that the lot of the sick has been a hard onie. Surgery never (leveloped in China because of the Confucian doctrinie that the body was sacred anid could not be mutilated-so (lebarrin,g dissectioni of the (lead, and the performance of any operation which could be thought to be mutilation, and so sacrilege, on the living. T.o the present day the Chinese are reckoniedl to be aimoong the finest patients in the world because of their stoicism, aand perhaps it is l1o wo11(ler after centuries of suffering inflicted and borne in the ncamiie of health. Hence the association of the serpent with evil; that (lisease is a penalty of evil doing, and that appeasement must be given t.o the feared evil and powerful influence as personified in the serpent, which has become the token of healing for thousands of years. Moses used it in the wilderness; it is still worn as an amulet onl belt-buckles, brooches, and ornaments; and it is used on the crests and ba(dges of various medical services and b,odies.
In primitive tribes at the pretent (lay the snake is still regardled with awe and veneration for its cunning, evil, andl power of (loing harm, even as in the (G11arden of Eden.
In the early (lays of Greece, from about 1100 B.C., the medical methods used were pr-obably similar to those handed on from preceding but neighbouring peoples, and(i the cult of Aesculapiu.s was largely carried on in the temples under control of the priests, and had its hea(dquarters in the island of Cos about the sixth ancd fifth centuries B.c. Osler sums up the debt of medicinie to the Hippocratic i(deal in "'Acquanimi1itas" as follows:
TIhe critical senlse and sceptical attitude of the Hippocratic schiool laidl the foun-(lations of modern medicinie oni broad lines, and we owe to it, first-the emancipation ,of medicine from the shackles of priest-craft and caste; secondly-the conceptioll of medicine as ani art based on accurate observationi, and, as a science, an integral part of the science of mani and niature; thir(llv-the high morals expressedi in that "Inost memorable of human documents"-the Hippocratic Oath; fourthly-the conception and realisation of me(licille as the profession of a cultivated gentleman.
Also in "'Acquanimitass" Osler quotes various passages froim Plato and Socrates, which tencl to sh.ow that the properl) accredited and cultivated: physicianl in the golden age of Greece "'was thle comupanion and friend, and, in intellectual intercourse, the peer of its choicest spirits.'' Hence, from this evidence xve cani presume that the relationiship in those days had progressed a very long way towards that whlich exists at the present timlle ill the best type of medicine as practised in our owni land, an(1 otlhers equally civilised, wlhere the patient is treated with hunmianitN, skill, andl consideration. hygienie; so it would appear that the genieral standard of (loctor-patienit relation-132 ship was on a lower level in Rome than in Greece on the average, but was fairly good among the well to do and also in the army.
The Roman civilisation ended about A.D. 1100 and then the black night of medievalism descended on medicine, when magic and priestcraft took control to produce not only stasis, but a retrogression where medicine was concerned.
A few sparks remained, however, and these were kept alive in Arabian medicine, and by this means medicine was brought to Spain by invasion and produced the school of Salerno, where Greek medicine was taught. Linacre studied there and brought this teaching to England in the days of Henry the Eighth. In'spite of the few bright and shining names, such as Vesalius and Harvey, who flourished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, medicine still existed under a cloud of ignorance and consisted largely of potions and all sorts of foul concotions, incantations, amulets, etc., so that many of the so-called physicians were charlatans, quacks, and rogues, who battened on the ignorance of the people, sellinig spells and potions -the consequent relationship being a very low order indeed and far below that of the Greeks-until scientific medicine dawned in the seveniteenth century.
I do not think it helps us much to trace the gradual evolutioni further of the more generally human approach, combined with the increasing knowledge of mind and body which makes this possible, since the curtain began to uncover the awful gloom of ignorance which covered the more or less civilised world for almost a thousand years, as far as medicine was concernied.
Having tried to see the foundations and gradual changes, it is perhaps interesting to consider some of the factors in the relationship as it exists to-day.
If the doctor of to-day subscribes to the Hippocratic Oath and is, or behaves, in the manner befitting one who "conceives and realises medicine as the profession of a cultivated gentleman" (Osler), a positioni which we have seenl he held in the days of the Greeks, then surely the relationship should and could be kept on the highest level of humanity, with the more cultivate(d patienit paying tribute to a standard similar to his own, and the less cultiviated recognising and respecting a standard higher than his own.
It has been said that "A good doctor must be a good man," and, if he is to keep the respect and affection of his patients, this is generally true: it is possible to be a very skilled and expert dloctor and not have either the respect or affection of patients, but surely that is an inhuman and incomplete relationship.
It is fundamental that this relationship should be one between a person who is a patient and a person who is a doctor, rather than one between a patient and a healer, and that is where many junior members of our profession fail-they will not realise that the hospital patient is an individual, but are inclined to think and refer to the patient as a "case" of such and such a disease in bed number so and so, and lose sight of the individlual with his many personal troubles and worries, whereas if they would approach the person with his troubles they will find a wider interest, and that was one of the lessons the ancient (Greeks learnt about 400 B.C. "Unless a doctor is able to handle a humanl situation, however skilful he may be, anldi full of kniowledge purely medical, he will never become a supremely effective medical practitioner" (Brackenbury).
If we were to try anid studly thc psyclical side of our patients to aniything like the (legree to whiclh we studly the physical side, we would find a much greater interest and also become much better doctors.
The doctor should always be human and not afraid to show his feelings, of course to a certain (legree onily, as it is well known that the doctor who feels every pain with his patieint will soon find life unbearable, but it is quite possible to feel and be sympathetic towards a patient without suffering oneself in the process. 'He should also realise and always keep in mind when seeing a patient, either in their own home or iii his consulting room or surgery, that what for him is an everyday occurrence, may be one of life's milestones for the patient. This is perhaps one reason why Irish doctors are usually successful both at home and wherever they go, the little touch of Celtic warmth being appreciated by their own race and by the less demonstrative Saxons.
lThe doctor should be wise in worldly matters and kniowledgeable as regards the ways and conditions of living and working of all conditionis of people, in order that he may be the better able to acdvise as regards circumstances in their way of livinig, which may require to be modlified after the acute stage of their disease is past in order to secure full convalescence, prevent recurrenice, andi in giving encouragement anid advice as to future ways of life.
TIllere must be a mutual loyalty anid trust between patielnt and( ddoctor, producilln the lnecessary co-operation in defeating the common enemiy of disease, and( eaclh partnier should possess the qualities makinig for this co-oper-ation in or(ler that it should attain the highest level of success.
Tolerance is necessary in the doctor, for we often lose sight of the fact that a patienit who is suffering from some complaint is unable to behave in his normal mannier, and is inclined to do and say things which he would never think of when in his normal state.
He should be able to show a generosity of mindl towards the sick wlho ( Osler has said: "If we had only to deal with one another the difficulties would be slight, but it must be confessed that the practice of medicine among our fellew creatures is often a testy and choleric business. When one has done his best, or when a mistake has arisen through lack of special knowledge, but more particularly when, as so often happens, our heart's best sympathies have been engaged, to be misunderstood by the patient and his friends, to have evil motives imputed, and to be maligned, is too much for human endurance and justifies a righteous indignation. "Women, our greatest friends and our greatest enemies, are the chief sinners, and while one will exhaust the resources of the language in describing our mistakes and weaknesses, another will laud her pet doctor so indiscriminately that all others come under a sort of oblique condemnation."
In these circumstances it is perhaps a comfort to reflect on the marvellous trust and confidence which is reposed in us by our patients; how they place their bodies and minds, and those of their nearest and dearest, in our hands, and submit to our ministrations, minor and major, without question and often without blame or reproach, if all does not end favourably for the patient.
It is true that a doctor's mistakes, or alleged mistakes, are brought to light of day, but anyone who goes to an unqualified practitioner seldom cares to admit or discuss any mistake, real or imaginary, which could be laid at his door, being ashamed to admit that they had strayed from orthodox medicine.
The general practitioner bears a different relationship to his patients from the specialist, the former having usually known them well personally, and in relation to their normal surroundings, and is the better one to judge of their special requirements in relation to environment, occupation, and the modifications in living conditions desirable after illness. He must be guide, philosopher, and friend, and particularly in the country is this well exemplified, because "a good doctor must be a good man " in the country, where he lives under a much fiercer light of observation and criticism of all his doings, both at work and play, compared to his colleagues in cities and towns.
The general practitioner should have fulness of knowledge over a wide field, whereas a specialist has knowledge of a greater depth over a small area.
The power of a doctor to have his knowledge available when required is of equal importance to its possession, in other words, to know where to find necessary information at short notice.
In the practice of medicine some lack of knowledge or imperfection of skill, some erroneous inference or minor error of judgment has occasionally to be recognised, understood, and forgiven.
The best doctor is the one in whose case these happen most seldom. Bad judgment is not an indictable offence; gross negligence, which is usually unforgivable, is the only one. It is always well to recognise that the doctor with a high degree of medical knowledge and skill, but who is lacking in sympathy, consideration, knowledge of humanity, and kindliness, is frequently less successful than the man who possesses less skill and more humanity, less successful in curing patients, as well as in the purely material sense. 135
It has been facetiously remarked, but with considerable truth, that the successful doctor comprises one-third "savoir" and two-thirds "savoir faire."
It is also an interesting fact that those doctors who behave towards their patients with courtesy, evenness of temper, and propriety on all occasions and as a matter of habit, seldom are called upon t.o face accusations of breach of any of these acts of good manners. A recognition of another's limitations is a valuable asset in a doctor, as frequently one finds the most amazing zones of ign.orance, particularly in matters to do with medicine in general, and also as regards the working of their own bodies, in people who are otherwise well educated and even cultured, and often we find some misunderstanding arising, the cause of which is quite obscure until we pause and reflect that we may have happened upon one of these blank zones, and a few questions in the light of this possibility will often restore confidence.
A sense of humour is always an asset in the doctor, as by its means what could otherwise be a rather stiff and stilted interview may be turned into a pleasant relationship, from which the icy covering of lack of ease has been removed. It is not well to be too facetious, as the patient may think that the complaint which looms so largely in his mind is not being treated with sufficient gravity and serious. ness by the doctor. Similarly, an air of grave solemnity is not desirable, as it is very easy to impose a sense of seriousness about some complaint in a person who is only too ready to believe the worst about himself, considering how he feels.
The grave and serious physician who confines his remarks to a few portentious and solemn "Hum's" and "Ha's," and who either will not, or cannot, give a clear and reasonable description of the patient's condition and its probable course, often leaves an impression that he is afraid to tell the sufferer just how serious his condition really is, and the effect of the interview is to plunge the patient into the depths of despair.
On the other hand, to waive aside the patient's sufferings with an airy optimism, as though it is a mere nothing, is liable to leave in the patient's mind the idea that the physician is a fool and does not realise just how ill he is, when he himself knows what he is suffering.
Hence, it is well to temper the wind and to select one's description and advice to suit the intelligence, knowledge, conditions, and temperament of the person who comes for advice, rather than to advise the ideal treatment for the particular disease from which he is suffering.
It is equally true that one should not say too much and enter into long-winded perorations couched in elaborate technical terms, because the most of this will simply float away above the patient's head and be lost. Let one's w'ords be couched in the language and terms which will be understood most easily by the person who is being addressed, and it is also true that a few minutes spent in making the patient understand exactly what treatment one wishes him to carry out, and, to a certain extent, why, will result in that treatment being carried out effectively and with a cheerful co-operation, which will mean that effective treatment will speed the cure and result in a satisfied and contented patient.
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made by oneself at a previous interview, knowing full well that not even in one's most aberrant moments were they likely to be made, and usually the more ignorant the patient, the greater the diversity of fact that is reproduced-hence the value of saying less to the ignorant, and in terms that they are able to comprehend. In this connection it is well not to put too much credence on the alleged statements by one's colleagues; as recounted by patients, and equally wise to refrain from comment or criticism of a colleague on these grounds, for in very many instances encfuiry will prove the original statement has been so distorted and changed that the final version bears no relation to the original, and one's colleague is suffering from the lack of intelligence and accuracy of the patient, who often in his excited state at a medical interview is unable to remember the proceedings accurately.
To counter this.human frailty it is often wise to have a relative present who can, perhaps, remember more accurately the statements, advice, and facts given at a medical consultation.
The doctor who pursues the even tenor of his way and who is civil and courteous to all with whom he comes in contact, from the most humble patient or employee, to the seniors and the great ones, will find the passage through his medical career a relatively easy one, because all these people will take care to try and oil the wheels and remove the obstructions from his path, in return for his simple civility.
A few civil words, a little kindly sympathy, or interest in tlieir personal affairs will often turn into the gold of gratitude which may be returned by patients and staff, or wherever one works, and this respect, help, and kindly feeling often is ample reward to the doctor for any trouble he may have taken in the course of his ordinary duties of healing or administration.
Children are perhaps the most responsive of patients, and it is well when dealing with them to spend a few moments talking to the child itself rather than the parent in order to let the child have time to register its impression of what one is like, and unconsciously or consciously decide just how to react to the subsequent examination. It is often well to describe to them just what you wish to do, and, as a rule, if th'ey assent themselves (rather than letting the parent assent by proxy), they will let one carry out the described procedure. Many-children behave much better if the parent can be persuaded to sit to one side and remain silent, taking no part in the procedure, but merely giving confidence by being present.
A sense of humour with children is valuable, and the humour must be graded to suit the age and temperament .of each child-a timely joke will often turn tears. to smiles where the child patient is concerned. Children are often vain and can easily be distracted or put at ease by the timely admiration expressed about some small possession or article of dress. A wrong atmosphere of suspicion is often engendered by the doctor who asks the child to give him something, or who pretends to remove some possession or toy, and it is often not realised how deep and lasting this impression may be, or the future implications it may have on the relationship between the child and that doctor, or perhaps all-doctors, who are apt to be classed with the tactless one in the child's small experience.
Cheerfulness is an especially valuable asset when dealing with children, particularly after their first visit, and indeed it is valuable at all ages during the later 137 visits; also a certain amount of sympathy is helpful and often much appreciateda word, a touch, and a smile going a long way to brighten a monotonous time spent in bed, with few outside distractions, and little to see except walls, ceilings, and other sufferers, if the patient is in hospital. The art of dealing with children includes the gift of approaching each child as if one had known it all its life, an atmosphere of ease and friendliness to which the child responds with a varying degree of celerity by losing its shyness and fear of the unknown, and also to refrain fr.om using such conversation as a child of any age might think suitable for one younger than itself. It is well to talk as "man to man" to a child of any age, and this puts upon them a sense of responsibility, and they will rise to the occasion and treat you similarly, standing on their own feet and not deferring to the adjacent but inactive parent.
A patient of any age who has been put at ease by a little care and thought at the beginning of a medical interview will give more information and submit to more procedures of examination than one who is nervous and ill at ease, and also will permit of the more difficult manipulations of treatment, even if painful, without undue protest, and the doctor who has the gift of being able to size up a personality quickly.is able to so arrange his methods of examination and treatment that they will vary with the psychical requirements of each individual patient, to the mutual satisfaction of both healer and healed.
The gift of being able to assess a personality is not given to everyone who practises medicine, but a great deal of this art can be acquired by practice and experience in the study of each patient. A great deal can be learned by conversing with the patient in taking the history; his education, speech, accent, and intelligence can often be judged in a few words and yield much information.
An inspection of the patient, his gait, appearance, colour, carriage, clothes, defects or deformities, bodily build, and mannerisms may help one to diagnose his complaint, or even permit one to diagnose accurately before examination.
A brief study of his hands is a great help, as one may learn much from their shape, either natural or modified by occupation, injury, or disease.
In this connection a knowledge of the different types of hand will often help one to pick out people who possess different types of mentality, occupation, and interest, and enable one to adapt one's subsequent examination, treatment, and advice to the particular needs of the individual.
A great deal of help can often be obtained from a knowledge of the different occupations, and it is valuable to see as many different types of occupation as possible being carried out, so that one may know the particular mentality required, as well as the conditions and hazards that each entails.
An enquiry into the patient's hobbies and interests may often give a clue as to the particular type of personality with which one is dealing, and may provide valuable clues in the future management of the patient's own peculiar problems.
You may smile when the sense of smell is mentioned, but it is well known that sufferers from certain diseases have a definite .odour, and this often gives a very useful clue during examination. It is hardly necessary to discuss here the information gained in the course of a physical examination, as that is one of the main reasons why one attends hospital, but always remember that gentleness and consideration for the feelinigs of the patient-, both physical and mental, will truly bring their own reward, b)oth for your owni satisfaction aiid that of the patient be he pauper or prince.
We are inclined to think that we have perhaps reachedl the last word in humanity towards our patients in this corner of the Empire, or, at' any rate, in Great Britain, but travel abroad can be very humiliating andl an excellent corrective to parochialism, as some of those of us who wenit to the Continent last summer found in our search for ideas which might be incorporated in the plans for the alterations and extetnsions in this Hospital Group; indeed some of the ideas are being used alreadly.
We were able to see the natural evolution of ideas in countries which had n.ot been at war, and consequently found them far aheadl in organisation and constructiotn; also in occupiecd countries where they were not so far ahead; and in this country where progress in construction and organisation had been slowed down or stopped by war conditions, we were aware of many of our own shortcomings, but it was interesting to see how these had been remedied elsewhere.
We were greatly impressed by the thought which had been given to the planning of hospitals, where the welfare and comfort of the patient was the' focal point around which the design and organisation were planned.
It was interesting and comforting to see state medical services working, for the most part, efficiently-I will not say quite smoothly, as they have their troubles elsewhere-but these are perhaps the cutting of wisdom. teeth, whereas here we are very much cutting our milk teeth, and I 'expect they will take some time to reach their full functional value.
State medical service may be very new to us, and, as with any new thing all (lown the ages, subject to criticism and distrust, but when one thinks of all the new things and ideas to which we have had to be accustomed in the last thirty years, and which to-day are accepted as parts of our every-day life, I have no doubt that in time modifications and changes will cause the wheels to run smoothly and efficiently, and also I see no reason why because in future we are employedl by the State there should be any alteration in our relationships with our patients, but rather that we should continue.to practise our art in the Hippocratic tradition and (lo ouir best to improve upon it.
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